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INTRODUCTION
The object of this thesis is to determine by analytical methods the temperatures within a homogeneous plate of
finite thickness subjected to a oonstant temperature on one
side and a periodically fluctuating temperature on the
opposite side.

The heat flow in the other two directions

is considered negligible in this problem.
Periodic changes of temperature are frequent in
nature and in engineering.

The surfs.ce of the earth is

heated periodically by the sun in its daily and annual
cycle and the periodic temperature changes below the surface
and the question to which depth these changes are appreciable were dealt with by some of the best mathematicians of
the 19th century.

In the industrial field, on the other

hand, periodic changes have to be considered in various
constructions, for instance, in thermal engines and in the
regenerators of blast furnaces. (I)

(1) M. Jakob, Heat Transfer, Vol. 1, N. Y., John Wiley &
Sons, 1949, pp. 292-304.
The results of study of heat conduction are not
limited in their application to heat alone, for parts or
the theory find application in certain graVitational
problems, in static and current electricity, and in
elastisity, while the methods of development are of very
general application in math~atical physics.(2)
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(2) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll,
Heat Conduction With Engineering and Geological
Applications, 1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948,
p. 5.
Also, in the field of fluid flow through porous media,
the problems involved and equations used are, in many
cases, analagous to heat conduction problems.(3)

(3) M. Muskat, The Flow of Homogeneous Fluids Through
Porous Media, 1st Ed., Ann Arbor, Michigan, J. W.
Edwards, 1946, pp. 139 and 455.

A problem in periodic heat flow was chosen by the
author because of an interest in the analytical solution
of such problems, and because the particular problem chosen
had not, to the author's knowledge, been previously solved.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
From the ava.ilable literature concerning the subject
of periodic heat flow, it may be seen that problems are
generally solved by purely mathematical methods, by experimentation, or by approximate graphical methods applied
to specific problems, such as the Schmidt method(4) and
the relaxation method. (5)

(4) William H. MoAdams, Heat Transmission, 2nd Ed., N. Y.,
McGraw-Hill, 1942, pp. 39-43.

(5) H. W. Emmons, A.S.M.E. Transactions, Vol. 65, August
1943.
Probably the first important work done as far as
mathematical analysis of heat transfer problems is concerned is that of Fourier.(6)

(6) J. Fourier, The Analytical Theory of Heat, translated
with notes by A. Freeman, London, The University Press,
1878, pp. 104-115, pp. 323-332.
The basis of most subsequent work in steady and unsteady state heat flow was founded in this work.
The more recent work of Carslaw and Jaeger(7)

(7) H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger, Conduction of Heat
in Solids, (London) Oxford at the Clarendon Press,
1947, pp. 46-269.
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contains the analytical solution of many of the more
difficult problems involving periodic heat flow.
Ingersoll, Zobel, and Ingersoll(8) have presented

(8) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll,
Heat Conduction With Engineering and Geological
Applications, 1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948,
278 p.
much of the material previously mentioned in a simpler and
more readable form.
Experimental data on the heating and cooling of solids
of various shapes, as well as analytical solutions, may
be found in the previously mentioned work of McAdams. (9)

(9) William H. McAdams, Heat Transmission, 2nd Ed., N. Y.,
McGraw-Hill, 1942, pp. 27-38.
Various papers are available in the A.S.M.E. Transactions on this and closely related subjects, however, the
majority of this material is in the form of curves and
tables arrived at analytically and from experimentation.
Most of the material available concerning analytical
solutions of periodic heat flow problems is to

be found

in the books preViously mentioned, or other books by the
same authors, rather than in periodicals.
In none of the material available, has the solution
of the problem investigated in this thesis been attempted.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
SYMBOL

UNITS

SIGNIFICANCE

T, U, V, To , T~

Degrees ( F)

Temperature

t

Hours

Time

c

BTU Ib-1F-l

Specific heat

k

BTU hr-lft-lF-l

Conductivity

Q

BTU

Quantity of heat

A

ft 2

Area

1

ft

Total thickness
of solid

x

ft

Distance normal to
surface

e

lb ft- 3

Density

oc:

ft 2 hr- l

Diffusivity

hr- l

Frequency

(JJ

Constant

t
i

R

Constant

B

Constant

D

Constant

a

Constant

b

Constant

e

Consta.nt (2.718· .• )
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DISCUSSION

A periodic function is one which repeats itself in
a given time interval.

Thus, a periodic temperature would

take on a certain set of values in a certain time interval, and then repeat itself, acquiring the same values in
the same time interval.

This, of course, constitutes an

unsteady state situation in regard to heat flow.
In the solution of the thesis problem, heat transfer
will be considered to take place entirely be conduction,
that is, convection and radiation will not be considered.
The general differential equation for the conduction
of heat is:

dT
dt:

(10)

(10) Ibid.

The SUbscripts on the k1s indicate the conductiVity might
be different in different directions, and the operators,

(]X)

~~

) ~z) , acting on k

ity can be a variable.

indicate the conductiv-

In the solution of this problem,

the value of k will be taken as constant, and the heat flow
will be taken as unidirectional.

Applying these con-

ditions, the general equation reduces to:
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(1)

It will be convenient to let the constant c.Kco

-

oc

and refer to it as the diffusiVity.(ll)

(11) Ibid.
The solution (for temperature) of any heat conduction problem involving heat flow in one direction, and
with a material of constant conductivity must also be a
solution of equation (1).

The solution of a particular

problem in heat conduction must not only satisfy the general
differential equation, but must also comply with certain
equations of condition that are characteristic of eaoh particular problem. (12)

(12) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll,
Heat Conduction With Engineering and Geological
Applications, 1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948,
p. 15.

These equations of condition are generally referred to as
initial conditions, when the temperature is a know function
of space at the instant time 1s zero, or as boundary conditions when the temperature on the boundary surfaces of
the solid is Bome known function.

Other boundary conditions

exist for other problems, but for present purposes are not

applicable.

For a discussion of boundary conditions see

Ingersoll, Zobel and Ingersoll. (13)

(13) Ibid.
It is shown in Carslaw and Jaeger(14) that any

(14) H. S. Carslaw and J. C. Jaeger, Conduction of Heat
in Solids, (London) Oxford at the Clarendon Press,
1947, pp. 24-27.
equation which satisfies the general differential equation
and the particular boundary conditions is a unique solution of the particular problem.
The particular problem studied in this thesis concerns
solving for the temperature at any time and at any plane
in a rectangular solid of thickness, 1, subjected to a
periodically changing temperature on one face, the temperature on the opposite face being held constant.

The other

faces are considered to be impervious to heat flow,
(perfectly insulated) so the flow is unidirectional.
ductivity is considered constant.

T=. pe"'"xJ
of

I (..

oftA.1t ~ t
t",,.,e

Ju#t

J-.l)f
FIG. 1

~

Rectangular Body

Con-
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The periodic function used is immaterial, since the
method of solution is the same for all functions, however,
for the more involved functions, the solutions could become extremely difficult.

The function used in this

problem is of the simplest type:

..== lSJnwt:.
'.{=o

( 2)

t>

Taking the direction of heat flow as x, the problem
can now be represented by the following equations:

( 1)

T=T:S1MWt:

wh~rc x=o

T ==

7;, wJ.,e.r~

Cons t:a.nr;;:

( 3)

X == ~.

Equation (3) is a mathematical representation of the
boundary conditions.

The temperature equation satisfy-

ing these equations is a solution to the problem.
Before proceeding with the solution of this problem,
it is neoessary to derive the equation for the temperature
in a semi-infinite solid subjeoted to a periodieally
changing temperature of

r

5I n

(AJ

t

at the plane Lto.

A semi-infinite solid is a solid with one and only one
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bounding plane.

This solution will be used to solve the

thesis problem.

The mathematical statement of the prob-

lem of the semi-infinite solid is:

T=

r

s/n

l.A.>"C

where .x.:= o.

The general differential equation is a linear equation
with constant ooefficients, and has a solution:

(4)

(15) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll,
Heat Conduction With Engineering and Geological
Applications, 1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948,
p. 46.

where b, a, and B are constants.

Differentiating once

with respect to t, and twice with respect to x and substituting in equation (I):
~

(8 a..2. e

(;t.)(

DC a,l-

1-

t
b )

-

8 b e~}( +- b 1:
)

-= h .

( 5)
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Substituting equation (5) in equation (4), equation (4)
becomes:

( 6)

Since b is an arbitrary constant, it may be replaced by
the constant,

±.i JA

where i equals the square root of

minus one:
( 7)

V7.::: ;-

But since

(J r ,))

va

and

t-.i -

+-

(16) Ibid.
equation (7) becomes:

T

B e[r.,i,rt: r

-

B

X

V2~

(II.i)]

e ..,.X {l;. e 1:..i [n r x. I",';,. ]

(8)

Several solutions may be written from equation (8),
including:

T=- B

eJ:X

Vk e~ (I't:r;f 1/1-)

+)(.JE
_.,i (rt r x.1l!:)
..
T = B e- ftc; e
OC

( 9)
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Since the sum of any number of solutions of a differential
equation is also a solution, we may write:

Writing this as two solutions, gives:

(10)

and

Using Euler's transformations, i.e.:

(17) I. S. Sokolnikoff, Advanced Calculus, 1st Ed., N. Y.,
McGraw-Hill, 1939, pp. 306-308.
and rewriting them, we have:

(11)

2.';

SIn

e.

(lla)
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Substituting equation (11) in equation (10), and equation
(lla) in equation (lOa), gives:

and

By letting the constant B2 - - iD , this last equation

"2

may be written:

Since temperature must decrease as x increases, the
minus sign on the exponent is the only possible choice,
a.nd from the derivation, the same sign must be used in

X

all cases before the term

yz'f:

The last equation now

becomes:
(12)

Equating this to the boundary conditions at the plane
x

= 0,

gives:

or

~

0==

T:

and

i'.::=

OJ.
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Thus the solution to the problem is:

(13)

As was previously shown, the statement of the
original problem using a solid of finite thickness is:

( 1)

( 3)

For convenience we may write the temperature as a sum
of two temperature functions, or T : U + V, where:
=0 )

))..=0

a.t:

v_ 0

4( -

)

The solution of this equation is:

11= k

(J),

( 14)

For V, we may write:

_ )V
;;"t

)
at
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To solve this for V, it is necessary to imagine two
solids placed adjacent to the original solid at the planes
where x =

0

and x = 1, and that these two solids extend to

infinity in the positive and negative x-directions.
before their is no heat flow in the

/

y

As

and z directions.

J1
I

I

j~

<_.::..To. infini r/

.at I

To in fin I t' )'~

I

J
1t '

I<-- ~

>t

Ej.G~?..

Original and Infinite Solids
Methods for solving unsteady state problems involving
fictitious heat sources and sinks are explained by Jakob(18),
Carslaw and Jaeger(19) and Ingersoll, Zobel, and Ingersol1~20)

(18) M. Jakob, Heat Transfer, Vol. 1, N. Y., John Wiley &
Sons, 1949, pp. 332-352.

(19) H. S. Cars1aw and J. C. Jaeger, Conduction of Heat in
Solids, (London) Oxford at the Clarendon Press, 1947,
pp. 216-238.
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(20) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll,
Heat Conduction With Engineering and Geological
Applications, 1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948,
pp. 109-114.
In general, these methods utilize the strength of the
source, i.e., the temperature rise per unit volume caused
by a unit quantity of heat, to solve for temperature conditions.

In this problem, only the temperature effect of

the source is of importance, and the actual strength may
be ignored.
Imagine a variable source placed at the plane, x

=

0,

of such strength that the temperature at any point in the
positive x-direction, at any time will be given by:
(13)

This is the solution for the temperature in a semi-infinite
solid subjected to the temperature
x _ o.

r

s, n

W

r

at the plane

If another variable source is placed at a distance

2 1 from the plane x _

0,

in the positive x-direction, of

the same strength as the source placed at x

= 0,

but 1800

out of phase with TI ', the temperature at the plane x
will be zero. This temperature function is:

= 1,
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This source, however, changes the temperature at x
and another source at a distance 2 1 from x •

0

=

0,

in the

negative x-direction equal to, but 180 0 out of phase with
T2 1 is required to obtain the correct temperature at
x = o.

This source has a temperature effect of:

Now, it again becomes necessary to apply a source on the
positive x-side, at a distance 4 1 from the origin, to
get a zero temperature at x

= 1.

It may be seen that if these opposing sources be
placed at intervals of 2 1 in the positive and the negative
x-directions from the plane x =

0

to plus and minus in-

finity, the boundary conditions can be fulfilled.

/

/

;: /

/

/

I
I

I

:s-

7;'

I

T.',

I

-,;

I
I

II
-2-t

o
rIG.

1

3

Location of Heat Sources

~
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The temperature, due to these infinite number of
sources, a t any point may be found by

~n'

Since

~
-00

this summation meets the boundary conditions, and each
C/O
term is a solution of the differential equation,
from x :

0

to x

=1

V= 2TN'
-00

is the desired solution.

Writing the summations in their proper form:

V=

Ire,

n=<lO

~~
e-(X+-2"R G SIn [wt:-(X

f-2n.fJff£.j

11= ~ ~ z".J: ...•

(15)
and combining this with the equation for U (equation (14»,
gives:

n.::::cxo

-IF

e(X-;,.-f)

Ii:..s1n [wr +-{JI.-::<nPJv'ii..].

(16)

r'I ;:; J, l.J 3 - - -

This equation will give the temperature at any time
and at any plane from x _

0

to x • 1 in the solid.

It

meets the boundary conditions, and by the method of its
derivation, it must be a solution of the general equation
(equation (1», and so it 1s the desired solution.
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With this solution, it is possible to solve for the
heat flow into the solid at the plane x

= o.

The quantity of heat flow is given by the Fourier
conduction law as:

(17)
For purposes of convenience, the equation for temperature at any time and any plane in the solid (equation
(16», will be written T • f (x,t).

If this expression

is differentiated with respect to x, the temperature
gradient is given:

(18)
Substitution of equation (18) in equation (17), will give:

~t- == -KA f((x~ t-j
or

dQ - -J<Af'(~"t)dt

( 19)

To solve for the heat flow at the plane where x •
it is only necessary to let x

=0

0,

and to integrate equation

(19) between proper limits:

JnO,
t~

o-

-/<;11

r,

t)<1

~

(20)
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Since the term

(~"'C)
will
ot)(~=o

take on a positive value

for part of the cycle, and a negative value for the remaining part, it is convenient to choose the limits of
integration (t 2 and t l ) in equation (20) such that the
integration is over one or more complete cycles. If the
integration is performed over an integral number of cycles,
all terms in the integration which involve a sine or
cosine, will have the same value for both limits of
integration.

These terms then become zero, and the net

heat flow for n cycles (n is an integer) will be:

Q=-I<~T<

!d:=
~

2k.4iTn-,;.

( 21)

A'w

()

This is the same heat flow that would result under steadystate conditions if the temperature difference across the
plate were T c -

Actually a larger quantity of heat than that

given by equation (21) flows into the plate during the
"hot· half of the cycle, but a smaller portion flows into
the plate during the "cold" half.

In some cases heat would

flow out of the plate during the ·cold ll half of the cycle,
depending on the relative

magnitude of To and T c -

direction of heat flow depends on the sign of

The

~~

The net heat flow for an integral number of cycles
across any other plane (x = m)in the solid would be the
same as that given by equation (21).
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An examination of the derived temperature equation

(equation (16)) reveals that the relative ease of calculation of temperature is dependent on the frequency of
the applied temperature, the constants of the material,
and the thickness of the slab.

With a large value for

frequency, the negative exponent on the e term becomes
large, and reduces the number of terms necessary to
evaluate in the two infinite series.

The same result is

effected with a low value of diffusivity, oc.

Further,

it may be seen that for a sufficiently high value of

Vl:

'

all terms in the two series except the first

terms of each series become negligible.

Thus, if

Iz~

is sufficiently large, the following equation may be
used:

(22)

This result indicates that for very large values of

~

the effect of all the imaginary heat sources, except
those applied at x

=0

and x

= 21,

become negligible.

If the thickness of the slab, 1, is very large, the
problem approximates that of a semi-infinite solid, and
the following equation applies:

,
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T: -Ie. (K)
"7 + -/0 e -

!fi.

Yo

Yh.r:
cS u1L w

J

,r;:;
t:-.x.Vrce..

( 23)

Equations (22) and (23) are approximations that may
be used in some cases.
In consideration of the relative simplicity of
evaluation of temperature in equation (16), graphs were
not deemed necessary.
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CONCLUSIONS
The derived equation (equation (16»

is a simple

means for evaluating temperatures in a finite solid subJected to the periodic temperature

r

5

jn

w 1:

,on

one face, and a constant temperature on the opposite face.
The solution assumes heat transfer by conduction
alone, but it could be extended to include the effect of
convection by employing the method of G. L. Scofield(2l)

(21) G. L. Scofield, Periodic Heat Flow, Thesis, Missouri
School of Mines, 1949, pp. 16-22.
in which an equivalent thickness of material is substituted for the ratio of the conductivity to the convection
coefficient.

In this case the value used for the thickness

of the slab would have to

be increased by this equivalent

thickness, as would any x value chosen.
In most practical applications of periodic heat flow,
the cyclic temperature function would differ from the
function used at least by a constant, say Ta , in which
case the first term in equation (16) would be come
(Tc-T a ) x

T

+ Ta •

Also, in many practical applications,

the value of frequency would be high enough to justify use
of the shorter equation, (equation (22».
The solution for the maximum value of temperature
occuring at any plane in the slab would be rather involved
because the time the maximum temperature occurs must be
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found first, and this would require setting the first
derivative of temperature with respect to time equal to
zero, and solving the resulting equation for time.
Since the equation contains two infinite series,
the degree of accuracy obtained in any solution for temperature is entirely dependent upon the number of terms
evaluated in the two series.

It might be pointed out,

that since the heat flow is not exactly linear in most
practical problems, any attempt for extreme accuracy in
the solution of equation (16) is unnecessary.

However,

the equation will give results accurate enough for engineering application.
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SUMMARY

Using the solution of the problem of periodic
temperature applied to the boundary surface of a semiinfinite solid, and applying an infinite number of variable heat sources, it is possible to find the temperature
in a finite rectangular solid subjected to cyclic temperature change on one face,and with a constant temperature
on the opposite face.

The desired equation is quite

simple to solve for temperature, given the time and the
distance from a bounding plane in the solid.
Other problems are readily suggested from this
solution, i.e., the combined' effect of conduction and
convection.

The problem might be extended to include two

dimensional heat flow, although the solution of the
problem in two dimensions would be quite difficult compared to the one dimensional problem.

Perhaps the problem

solved here can be extended to solve these problems and
others in the future.
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